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Abstract 

With the rapid development of the Internet of Things, Wireless Sensor           
Networks (WSNs) are deployed increasingly all over the world, providing data           
that can help increase sustainable development. Currently in Uppsala, Sweden,          
the GreenIoT project monitors air pollution by using WSNs. The resource           
constrained nature of WSNs demand that special care is taken in the design of              
communication models and communication protocols. The publish-subscribe       
(pub/sub) model suits WSNs very well since it puts an intermediary - the             
broker server - between sensor nodes and clients, thus alleviating the           
workload of the sensor nodes. The IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) is            
currently in the process of standardizing a pub/sub extension to the           
Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP). Since the extension is such a recent           
addition to CoAP and not yet standardized, there are very few actual            
implementations of it and little is known of how it would work in practice. The               
GreenIoT project is considering replacement of their current pub/sub broker          
with the CoAP pub/sub broker since its underlying implementation is likely to            
be more energy efficient and the standardizing organization behind CoAP is the            
well-esteemed IETF.  

On a general level, this report offers an investigation of the problems            
and challenges faced when implementing the CoAP pub/sub extension with          
respect to design choices, implementation and protocol ambiguities. More         
specifically, a CoAP pub/sub broker is implemented for the GreenIoT project.           
By means of carefully analyzing the CoAP protocol and CoAP pub/sub draft as             
well as other necessary protocols, then proceeding to make decisions of what            
programming language to use as well as what existing CoAP library to use, a              
broker server was implemented and tested iteratively as the work proceeded.           
The implementation gave rise to several questions regarding the pub/sub          
draft which are also discussed in the report.  
 
Keywords 
WSN, Wireless Sensor Networks, CoAP, Constrained Application Protocol,        
Publish-Subscribe, pub/sub  
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Abstract 

Den hastiga utvecklingen av Sakernas Internet över hela världen har          
medfört ett ökat användande av trådlösa sensornätverk vars datainsamling         
kan bidra till en mer hållbar utveckling. För närvarande använder sig           
GreenIoT-projektet i Uppsala av trådlösa sensornätverk för att övervaka         
halterna av luftföroreningar. Resursbegränsningarna för dylika nätverk       
medför att särskild hänsyn måste tas vid design av såväl          
kommunikationsmodeller som kommunikationsprotokoll. Modellen    
Publicera-Prenumerera (pub/pre) passar ypperligt för trådlösa sensornätverk       
då en mellanhand placeras mellan klient och server - en s.k. broker - vilket får               
den positiva effekten att att sensornoderna avlastas. För närvarande är IETF           
(Internet Engineering Task Force) i färd med att standardisera en          
pub/pre-utvidgning av det redan standardiserade CoAP (Constrained       
Application Protocol). Eftersom att utvidgningen är så pass ny finns ytterst få            
implementationer av den och man vet därmed väldigt lite om hur den faktiskt             
fungerar i praktiken. GreenIoT-projektet överväger att ersätta sin nuvarande         
pub/pre-broker med en CoAP pub/pre-broker eftersom att       
energianvändningen kan antas bli lägre samt att       
standardiseringsorganisationen bakom CoAP är det välrenommerade IETF. 

Sett ur ett större perspektiv erbjuder denna rapport en undersökning          
av de problem och utmaningar man ställs inför vid implementation av CoAP            
pub/pre-utvidgningen med avseende på designval, implementationsval, och       
protokolltvetydigheter. Mer konkret implementeras en CoAP pub/pre-broker       
åt GreenIoT-projektet. Genom att först noggrant analysera CoAP-protokollet,        
CoAP pub/pre-utkastet, liksom andra nödvändiga protokoll, för att därefter         
bestämma vilket programmeringsspråk och vilket existerande CoAP-bibliotek       
som skulle användas, implementerades en broker server som testades         
iterativt under processens gång. Ett flertal frågor som uppstod rörande          
pub/pre-utkastet presenteras och diskuteras i rapporten. 
 
 
Nyckelord 
Trådlösa sensornätverk, publicera-prenumerera, pub/pre  
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Abbreviations 
 
CoAP Constrained Application Protocol  
CoRE Constrained RESTful Environments  
GreenIoT Green Internet Of Things 
HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force  
IoT Internet of Things 
MQTT Message Queuing Telemetry Transport  
MQTT-SN MQTT for Sensor Networks  
pub/sub Publish-Subscribe  
RFC Request for Comments  
TCP Transmission Control Protocol  
UDP User Datagram Protocol 
URI Uniform Resource Identifier  
WSN Wireless Sensor Network  
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1 Introduction  

1.1 Background 
In the city of Uppsala, Sweden, the Green Internet Of Things           

(GreenIoT) project gathers air pollution data by using a Wireless Sensor           
Network (WSN) consisting of sensor nodes placed in strategic locations around           
the city. The aim is to develop an open cloud-based platform that can be used               
by the industry and Uppsala Municipality to monitor air pollution. Data           
collected from sensors will be retrieved via the platform and used in            
monitoring air quality in order to better plan traffic flow [1] . GreenIoT is a joint              
project which involves KTH Royal Institute of Technology, the University of           
Uppsala, Ericsson, The Swedish Institute of Computer Science as well as           
Uppsala Municipality, among others [2] .  

The gathering of accurate sensor data on air pollution, water quality and            
other parameters, is important in many regards; one of them is to give             
policy-makers the necessary basis for making environmental decisions on how          
to, for example, redirect traffic flow in a city. Even though, the more expensive              
traditional lab quality stations are more accurate within themselves [3] , there          
are other benefits of wireless sensor nodes, the primary being their low cost,             
thus making it possible to deploy them in large numbers. However, in            
comparison with traditional stations, wireless sensor nodes exhibit much more          
restrained characteristics than traditional stations, such as low memory         
resources, low processing power and so forth. Moreover, wireless sensor nodes           
are often designed to be deployed in remote areas where power either may be              
retrieved from the environment - as in the case of solar power - or by using                
long-lasting batteries [4] . Thus, the resource restrained nature of WSNs as well           
as the lack of power availability need to be taken into account when designing              
the different aspects of such networks. 

One way of ensuring resource efficient communication is by using          
communication models and protocols that are optimized for such         
environments. In traditional network applications, the commonly used        
client-server model expects a server to always be on and available in order to              
enable a client to request resources, such as web pages, from it. However, such              
a model does not work well in a WSN since it would require sensor nodes to                
always be on, thus consuming precious power resources. The         
publish-subscribe model on the other hand, puts an intermediary called          
broker [5] in between sensor nodes and any clients, which are named           
subscribers in this model. The broker then becomes the always-on server.           
Sensor nodes can  publish updates to the broker which will then forward these             
updates to interested subscribers, the main advantage being that sensor nodes           
can sleep in between publishing. Moreover, the sensor nodes only need to send             
updates to one network node, namely the server, which then provides the            
forwarding of the update to all interested clients [6, pp. 2–3, 8] . 

However, not only is the communication model itself of interest but also            
the protocols that the models use. A protocol describes the rules of how             
communication should be done. It specifies the format messages should have,           
in what order messages should be exchanged and what actions should occur in             
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response to certain messages [7, p. 35] . The Constrained Application Protocol          
(CoAP) is specifically designed for resource constrained environments and         
standardized by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)  [8, p. 5] . It has             
an extension called the “Publish-Subscribe Broker for the Constrained         
Application Protocol (CoAP) [5] .” The extension is still in the form of a draft             
and awaiting standardization by the IETF. CoAP together with its          
publish-subscribe (pub/sub) extension are specifically designed to provide        
fully functional protocols which are as resource-efficient as possible but still           
provides all needed functionality. There are already other protocols providing          
similar functionality such as the Message Queuing Telemetry Transport         
(MQTT) protocol. However, CoAP has several advantages such as being based           
on the underlying User Datagram Transport Protocol (UDP) instead of the           
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), which reduces network traffic and         
thereby most probably overall energy consumption. The lack of reliability of           
delivery provided by TCP is made up for by CoAP with its use of              
“Confirmable” messages which implements a built-in simplistic reliability        
mechanism over UDP. Even if there is also the MQTT for Sensor Networks             
(MQTT-SN) version of MQTT which indeed could use UDP [9] , the fact that            
CoAP is developed by the well-esteemed IETF, with the explicit goal of making             
CoAP a “generic web protocol” similar to the Hypertext Transfer Protocol           
(HTTP) but adapted for constrained environments [8, p. 5] , makes it a strong            
candidate when choosing which protocol to use when implementing a pub/sub           
broker. 

1.2 Problem 
Currently, the GreenIoT project in Uppsala already utilizes the pub/sub          

model in their WSN. However, the implementation of the model uses the            
MQTT protocol. As explained above, the CoAP pub/sub protocol most          
probably reduces energy use due to its protocol design and is developed by the              
well-esteemed IETF. Therefore, it is preferred to use the CoAP pub/sub           
protocol as a substitute. However, since the pub/sub extension is such a recent             
addition to CoAP and is not yet standardized, there are very few actual             
implementations of it and little is known of how it would work in practice. Since               
CoAP is already an IETF standard there is a strong interest in knowing what              
problems might arise when implementing the pub/sub extension to CoAP in an            
actual broker. This report therefore aims to answer the question: How can a             
CoAP pub/sub broker be implemented and what obstacles will be faced along            
the way? 

1.3 Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to provide the reader with an evaluation of              

the problems and challenges faced when implementing a CoAP pub/sub          
broker. These problems may be found in different areas such as design,            
implementation, and protocol ambiguities. In the design area, issues concern          
what parts of the protocol to implement and what to omit. With regard to              
implementation, choices need to be made on what programming language to           
use, what libraries to use and so forth. There will also be a discussion of               
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protocol ambiguities where implementation decisions need to be made in order           
to have a functional implementation. 

1.4 Goal 
The general goal with the implementation itself is to present a broker            

server functioning according to the CoAP pub/sub draft which could be used            
and developed further by anyone interested. More specifically, though, the          
goal is to complete the work started by Jussi Haikara who already            
implemented the client side [10] of the CoAP pub/sub extension in the Contiki            
environment but not an external broker.  

1.4.1 Benefits, Ethics and Sustainability 
WSNs are the foundation of smart cities since they provide the           

infrastructure needed for sensors to collect data which can later be used to             
monitor air pollution, the levels of dangerous particles in the air etc. Such             
monitoring, followed by appropriate actions, for example the redirecting of          
traffic to improve air quality, directly serves The United Nations sustainability           
goals such as “Good health and well-being” as well as “Climate action - Take              
urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts” [11] , since air quality            
will be improved and greenhouse gas emissions decreased. The project of           
developing a CoAP pub/sub broker to enhance the GreenIoT WSN can thus be             
considered a contribution to the above mentioned environmental sustainability         
goals. 

Moreover, the GreenIoT project has as one of its goals to provide open             
data , meaning that data generated by the WSNs in Uppsala should be            
accessible to anyone, companies as well as individual citizens. Along similar           
lines, another goal is that the WSN infrastructure should be based on  open             
protocols rather than proprietary ones, to enable competition between         
different vendors of Internet of Things (IoT) equipment, thus preventing          
lock-in effects to specific vendors [1] . From a social sustainability point of view,            
it is important that the infrastructure used to create smart cities is built in              
such a way that it serves the public rather than exploits it. The GreenIoT              
model, based on open data as well as open standards and infrastructure,            
serves the public well since all companies have the same chance of being             
selected as equipment/service providers and data generated may be used          
freely also by individual citizens. The CoAP pub/sub protocol is an open            
protocol, and an implementation of a CoAP pub/sub broker thus serves to            
further improve the already existing GreenIoT network architecture. 

The primary beneficiary of the implementation is the GreenIoT project.          
However, on a larger scale, anyone working in the IoT field could benefit from              
an implementation of a CoAP pub/sub broker as well as the report itself. The              
report could hopefully give a smoother introduction to the CoAP and CoAP            
pub/sub protocols than reading the specifications directly as well as point out            
any ambiguities found in the protocols. For those interested in the specific            
implementation provided here, the report will also provide good insights in           
helping to understand the code. 
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No negative ethical considerations have been encountered when        
working with this report. Positive possible ethical outcomes are for example           
that a CoAP pub/sub implementation can help in reducing energy use which is             
beneficial to the environment. On a larger scale, the CoAP pub/sub broker is             
an important part in designing well-functioning energy efficient WSNs that are           
the main infrastructure used to monitor different aspects in smart cities [12] . 

1.5 Methodology / Methods 
The methodology used during this project is to design, implement and           

experimentally evaluate the broker implementation itself, as well as the          
process leading up to the implementation. Design choices have been made           
concerning which features of the protocol should be implemented. They have           
thereafter been implemented and evaluated iteratively, adding one CoAP         
pub/sub operation at a time. More specifically, the following steps were           
followed during the work of implementing the CoAP pub/sub broker as well as             
writing this report: 
 
1. Literature study 

Jussi Haikara’s report provided a good starting point of the project since            
it already implemented the client side of the CoAP pub/sub broker. After            
having an initial understanding of how the project needed to proceed, more            
literature was reviewed, especially the different Requests for Comments         
(RFCs) pertaining to the work such as RFC 7252 (CoAP) [8] , RFC draft (CoAP             
pub/sub extension) [5] , RFC 6690 (Constrained Restful Environments) [13] ,       
and RFC 7641 (Observer extension) [14] . Literature on the pub/sub model was           
also studied as well as more general information about WSNs and the            
GreenIoT project. 

 
2. Study of existing CoAP implementations 

After having received a sufficient background and understanding of         
CoAP and CoAP pub/sub, different implementations of the CoAP protocol were           
studied and different decisions were made such as whether to build our own             
implementation of both CoAP and CoAP pub/sub or to use an existing CoAP             
libraries and implement the pub/sub extension on top of one of those. Existing             
libraries were compared based on the following criteria:  

I. Programming language suitability 
II. Ease of Use 

III. Functionality 
Some libraries were selected and tried out with short examples before making            
a final decision on which library to use. 
 
3. Implementation 

After a suitable library had been chosen, implementation was initiated,          
building the CoAP pub/sub by adding one operation at a time. The order of              
implementing the CoAP pub/sub operations was chosen in such a way that one             
operation could be built and tested before proceeding to the next. 
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4. The report 
The report was written alongside the work with the implementation. It           

was determined that the Background chapter describing the protocols would          
also be of help when doing the actual implementation to make sure that our              
understanding of the protocol had been correct. 

1.6 Delimitations  
When embarking on a large project, it is important to define limitations            

to keep the project within a reasonable scope. In conjunction with our            
supervisor Robert Olsson, it was decided, due to the limited time frame of the              
project, not to take security issues into consideration when developing the           
broker. Furthermore, scalability concerns were also chosen to be opted out of,            
although scalability considerations have been taken into account to some          
extent, although not being an explicit goal of the project. 

1.7 Outline  
Chapter 2 - “Background” gives the background necessary to         

comprehend the protocols used and puts the implementation of the report into            
its proper context as well as describes the development and evaluation           
platform, namely, what tools were used in developing the broker server.           
Chapter 3 - “Design” discusses the design of the broker, such as what parts of               
the protocols were implemented and why, as well as any protocol ambiguities            
that needed a clear interpretation to be able to implement. In Chapter 4 -              
“Implementation”, the implementation is described and any implementation        
decisions motivated. Chapter 5 - “Evaluation” presents an evaluation of the           
broker itself as well as the process of implementing it, in accordance with the              
Purpose Statement, and discusses design choices, protocol ambiguities,        
implementation choices and test procedures, as well as deployment into the           
GreenIoT project. Finally, Chapter 6 - “Conclusions and Future Work”          
presents our conclusions of the project and summarizes the functionality and           
limitations of the broker as well as the protocol ambiguities and difficulties that             
were found. Also, possible future improvements and considerations are         
presented here. 
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2 Background 

First, a general overview of WSNs, the pub/sub model and network           
protocols is presented. It is then followed by a more detailed presentation of             
CoAP since it is the foundational protocol upon which the pub/sub extension            
rests. The pub/sub extension is described in detail along with each of its             
operations. Finally, a discussion of previous work and why a study and            
implementation of a pub/sub broker is needed is given. 

2.1 Wireless Sensor-based Networks and Their Specific      
Characteristics 

Wireless Sensor Networks consist of several, small, inexpensive nodes         
that are much cheaper than traditional lab quality stations [3] . Moreover, the           
nodes are low-powered and often designed to be autonomous regarding energy           
use, being able to survive on a battery even for many years as well as               
harvesting energy from other sources such as the sun or vibration [4] . The            
nodes can be equipped with different sensors and because of their low price,             
they can be deployed in the hundreds, thousands or even hundreds of            
thousands [4] . Their main advantage to traditional stations is that they provide           
a much finer granularity of “sensor net”, thus providing a more detailed            
overview of measuring information. Traditional stations have been very         
expensive and thus sparsely located and difficult to move [3] . Deployment in           
large numbers have not been possible and their demand of frequent           
maintenance as well as access to the power grid have limited their areas of              
use [3] . 

The low cost and low energy consumption of wireless sensor nodes           
means that they also are very resource constrained. They are often low on             
memory, both RAM and ROM; they have limited CPU power, often using 8-bit             
microcontrollers, and they have very limited amounts of energy resources [8,          
p. 5] . Therefore, the resource constrained nature of the devices put special            
demands on the networks in which they are deployed which need to be taken              
into account when designing such networks.  

2.2 The Publish-Subscribe Communication Model and Why It Is        
Suited for Wireless Sensor Networks 

In view of the resource constrained nature of the nodes within WSNs,            
all parts of a WSN need to be optimized to minimize energy consumption. One              
part of this optimization is to include hardware that consumes as little energy             
as possible; however, it is just as important to use the hardware in a resource               
efficient way.  

The communication models and protocols used within a WSN are          
essential in reducing energy use. In traditional networking, the client-server          
model is the most prevalent where there is an always-on-server ready to            
answer any requests from a client. The data provided by sensors also needs to              
be collected for processing with frequent intervals. However, the sensors are           
resource-constrained, most probably battery-powered, and are not suited to         
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function as always-on-servers. Therefore, the traditional client-server model        
is not optimal in this context and instead a pub/sub model of communication is              
preferable. 

 In the pub/sub model of communication, as seen in fig. 2.1, there is an              
intermediary added into the communication between sensor node and client.          
That intermediary is called  broker [5] and is an always-on-server. Instead of           
having clients directly requesting data from sensors, clients instead  subscribe          
to specific  topics provided by the broker, for example “temperature.” The           
sensors will then update the specific topics that they are responsible for when             
it suits them by communicating solely with the broker. The intermediary           
broker thus removes the need for direct communication between client and           
broker and gives the sensors the ability to save energy by being able to go to                
sleep when not updating their topics. Furthermore, the broker will keep a list             
of clients interested in data under specific topics and will forward new data as              
soon as it is updated by the sensor nodes. Clients in this list are called               
subscribers just as a regular newspaper subscriber. To draw the analogy           
further, the sensor nodes are called  publishers since they are the ones            
publishing data wanted by subscribers [6, pp. 2–3, 8] . 

2.3 Optimizing Communication by Choice of Protocol 
However, not only is the communication model of importance when          

energy use needs to be optimized, but also the  protocols used in that             
communication. As mentioned earlier, a protocol describes the rules of how           
communication should be done. It specifies the format messages should have,           
in what order messages should be exchanged and what actions should occur in             
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response to certain messages [7, p. 35] . In a network architecture, there are            
different protocol layers as seen in fig. 2.2; the implementations of the layers             
vary somewhat between the traditional TCP/IP stack and the IoT stack.           

The application layer sends a  message from an application to another           
application over a network. Its role is to communicate with the other            
application and not deal with any details of how transmission is actually            
performed over the network. The transportation layer is responsible for how           
the message is delivered out on the network, now encapsulated as  segments .            
The network layer provides the protocol for communication between routers          
in a network and encapsulates the segment into a datagram,  also simply            
referred to as a  packet . Finally, the link layer and physical layer handles the              
details of communication between adjacent nodes using different types of          
media such as wired or wireless communication. [7, pp. 76–78] In this report,            
the primary focus is on the application layer protocol but to a certain extent              
also the transport protocol since the application protocol depends directly on           
the transport protocol as seen in fig. 2.2. 

2.4 The Constrained Application Protocol 
CoAP is an application level protocol developed specifically for resource          

constrained environments, such as WSNs, and standardized by the IETF  [8, p.            
5] . Although the standard does not yet provide pub/sub functionality, there is            
a pub/sub extension [5] to CoAP awaiting standardization by the IETF. Before           
discussing the CoAP pub/sub extension upon which the broker         
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implementation of this report is built, a brief presentation of CoAP is given             
below. 

One of the main goals in designing CoAP has been to “realize a subset of               
REST common with HTTP but optimized for M2M [Machine-to-machine]         
applications [8, p. 5] .” To realize “a subset of REST” means in short the             
enabling of communication between nodes without previous knowledge of         
where specific resources are located - a more thorough discussion of how this is              
done is presented in section 2.4.1.  

Moreover, the transportation layer protocol used in CoAP is UDP. UDP           
and TCP are the two most commonly used transport protocols. TCP not only             
encapsulates the application message in preparation to send it out on the            
network, but also provides a mechanism of reliable transportation, meaning          
that in case a message is lost on the network, TCP will make sure to retransmit                
it until it has confirmably arrived at its destination. This mechanism, however,            
comes at the cost of more packets being transmitted, a characteristic that is             
not very much desired in a resource constrained setting. TCP is also            
connection-oriented, meaning that in order to send a message between two           
applications, first a connection needs to be set up where three messages are             
exchanged by server and client in order to start the transmission of the             
application messages [7, pp. 258–259] . UDP, on the other hand, is          
connectionless and its only role in the transportation layer is to encapsulate the             
message with IP address and port number; it then transmits the message            
without providing any guarantees of delivery [7, p. 216] . The design choice in            
CoAP of using UDP thus limits the number of packets sent in the network,              
since no connection setup is needed. The loss of guaranteed delivery of            
messages is compensated for on the application level, where CoAP provides           
“Confirmable messages” [8, p. 8] which implement a more basic mechanism of           
reliable communication than offered by TCP; messages are acknowledged if          
they arrived and otherwise retransmitted. However, CoAP also provides         
“Non-Confirmable” messages with no guarantee of delivery. Non-confirmable        
messages can be useful in very constrained networks where for example           
sensor updates are given every five seconds and it is not crucial if one of those                
updates is lost [8, p. 11] . 

2.4.1 The CoAP Methods 
CoAP is constructed in a way that closely resembles the HTTP protocol            

of the web and is made to easily interface with HTTP [8, p. 1] . It uses the GET,                 
PUT, POST and DELETE [8] methods which all have their equivalents in the            
HTTP protocol [15, pp. 24–29] . Although intuitively very similar, they do differ           
in some aspects [8, p. 14] . GET is used to retrieve a representation of a              
resource stored in a server. If the request is successful, the return code 2.05              
(Content) is given in the response. The POST method is used to either create a               
new resource or update the state of a resource that the server hosts. If a               
resource was successfully created, the return code would be 2.01 (Created)           
and if a resource was successfully updated, the return code would be 2.04             
(Changed). PUT is similar to POST in that it is also used to update the state of                 
a representation of a server resource, either by creating a new resource or             
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changing an existing one resulting in the same response codes as POST. The             
main difference between PUT and POST is that PUT is idempotent - meaning             
that if the same request is made several times, it will only be performed once -                
whereas POST is not. Finally, the DELETE method requests the deletion of a             
specific resource; upon a successful deletion a 2.02 (Deleted) code is sent in             
response. 

2.4.2 The CoAP DISCOVERY Mechanism 

Apart from its methods, CoAP also provides the  Discovery mechanism,          
defined in the Constrained RESTful Environments (CoRE) Link RFC [13] ,         
which enables a client to dynamically retrieve a list of Uniform Resource            
Identifiers (URIs) corresponding to resources that a server hosts. Such a           
mechanism is of particular importance in constrained networks where         
communication is very often done Machine-to-Machine  [13, pp. 3–4] . The          
alternative to dynamically retrieving resources would be to have them          
statically configured in advance, thus requiring a client to know a priori which             
URI to enter to retrieve a certain resource. If the resources hosted by a server               
were to change, for example a resource being added, the client would not be              
able to access the resource in a static setting until it would be manually added               
to the client. The Discovery mechanism provides a means to simply send the             
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server a Discovery request to which the server will respond by listing URIs to              
all its available resources in the payload of the response package. If an update              
has been made since the last Discovery request, the URI listing will be             
different and the client will now have knowledge of these new resources. 

If a client wants to make a Discovery request to a server using the               
CoAP protocol, it should send a GET request to the relative URI            
“/.well-known/core” as seen in fig. 2.3. If the server does provide the            
Discovery mechanism, it will then respond to such a request with the code             
“2.05,” marking the success of the request, and add all its resources in the              
payload. The resources are presented as URI entry points to each resource            
along with any additional attributes. It is also possible to make a Discovery             
request with an added query string, requesting the server to only respond            
with resources that matches the attributes of the query. In fig. 2.4 another             
Discovery request is being made, now with an added query string requesting            
the server to only respond with resources that are of the resource type (rt)              
“core.ps.” The server, which happen to have only one such resource, now            
responds to the Discover request with that resource followed by all of its             
attributes.  

A Discovery request may be made as unicast or multicast. A unicast            
request is applicable in situations where the server address is known whereas            
a multicast request - which uses IP multicast - is applicable in a network              
context of limited scope where an appropriate multicast address is given as the             
host address and any server providing the Discovery mechanism will respond.  

2.5 CoAP Publish/Subscribe and Its Methods 
The CoAP pub/sub [5] is an extension of the CoAP protocol which adds            

the ability of using the publish-subscribe model over the CoAP protocol. As            
seen in the discussion in 2.2 about the pub/sub model in general, there are              
great benefits in using that model in WSNs due to the great energy savings              
that can be accomplished through it. The CoAP pub/sub extension defines new            
operations needed to implement a pub/sub functionality built on top of the            
existing CoAP methods. The new operations are: DISCOVERY, CREATE,         
PUBLISH, SUBSCRIBE, UNSUBSCRIBE, READ and REMOVE.  

2.5.1 The CoAP Pub/sub DISCOVERY 
The  CoAP pub/sub Discovery operation uses the CoAP Discovery         

mechanism described earlier but for specific purposes and with specific          
requirements. The purpose of the CoAP pub/sub Discovery operation is for a            
client to be able to discover whether the server to which the Discovery request              
is made is also a pub/sub server. An example of such a request is seen in fig.                 
2.4 where a CoAP GET request is made using the relative URI of             
“.well-known/core” as in a regular CoAP Discovery; however, this time a           
query string of “?rt=core.ps” is added. The addition of that specific query            
indicates that this is a CoAP pub/sub Discovery since only a pub/sub resource             
will have that specific attribute; the “ps” stands for “pub/sub.” If the broker             
has a resource with that attribute, it will return it, as seen in fig. 2.4, along with                 
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the resource URI itself. In the example, “/ps/” is the entry point of the              
pub/sub interface of the server. The entry point may be used as the starting              
point for creating new topics - or a Topic Discovery, as described below, might              
be performed on it to find specific topics filtered by specific query strings. 

 

2.5.2 The CoAP Pub/sub Topic Discovery 
If the entry point received in the broker response to the above            

mentioned pub/sub Discovery not only has the “rt=core.ps” attribute but also           
“rt=core.ps.discover”, as in fig. 2.4, it means that it is possible to perform a              
Topic Discovery on the broker. A Topic Discovery completely analogous to a            
CoAP Discovery with the difference that it is possible to use the “/ps/”             
resource as the relative URI entry point as well as the “/.well-known/core”            
URI entry point. With the addition of an optional query string to the CoAP              
Discovery listing attributes of interest to the inquirer, topics with these           
attributes will be returned. The CoAP Discovery and CoAP pub/sub Topic           
Discovery are indeed very similar, something which is discussed further in           
3.1.1.  [5, pp. 8–10] 
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2.5.3 CREATE 
The CREATE operation enables a client to create a new topic on the             

broker. A CREATE operation consists of a CoAP POST request, as seen in fig.              
2.5, with a payload containing the new topic of choice along with its content              
format (ct). Optionally, one may also include a Max-Age option indicating the            
maximum lifetime of the newly created topic. If a topic reaches its Max-Age, it              
needs to be removed by the broker [5, pp. 8–10] .  

2.5.4 READ 
A client may “read” the last state of a topic without being subscribed to              

it by sending a CoAP GET request to the topic URI along with the content               
format of that topic. If such a request is successful, the broker will return the               
last published value of that topic [5, pp. 16–17] . 

2.5.5 PUBLISH   and SUBSCRIBE 
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The PUBLISH and SUBSCRIBE methods are at the core of the           
publish-subscribe model, as described in 2.2, and in the CoAP pub/sub           
extension they intersect and are therefore most easily described together. The           
PUBLISH operation is used to update the state of a topic on the broker. It can                
be performed by making a request to the topic URI where an update is              
desired, using either the CoAP PUT or CoAP POST method, along with a             
content format option which corresponds to the content format of the topic in             
question. Publishing using PUT has to be supported whereas publishing using           
POST is optional. Moreover, when a broker receives a PUBLISH request, it            
has to make a “best effort attempt” to notify all subscribers of that topic [5, pp.               
10–12] as seen in fig. 2.6 where a publish from a sensor node is immediately               
forwarded to a subscriber. 

To become a subscriber of a certain topic, a SUBSCRIBE request first            
needs to be made to the broker server. The SUBSCRIBE operation is almost             
the same as the READ operation; it uses the CoAP GET method made to a               
certain topic URI along with the content format of the topic. However,            
additionally, the Observe option is now set to 0 as seen in fig. 2.7. This               
indicates that it is no longer a simple READ operation but a SUBSCRIBE             
operation [5, p. 13] . The SUBSCRIBE operation makes use of the Observe           
extension to CoAP [14] , which enables clients to “observe” resources hosted by           
a server, meaning that not only will a client get one response by the server at                
the time of inquiry, but once registered as an “observer”, the server is             
responsible to continually send updated responses to the client as soon as the             
state of the resource is changed  [14, p. 4] . The Observe extension thus             
provides the foundation of the CoAP SUBSCRIBE and PUBLISH operations.  

If the Max-Age option is included in the topic upon creation, the             
PUBLISH response to the subscriber also needs to contain the remaining time.            
A subscription does not have a fixed lifetime and the broker is therefore free to               
remove a subscriber at anytime, whereupon the subscriber needs to be           
notified in a message without the Observe option [5, pp. 13–14] . 
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2.5.6 UNSUBSCRIBE 
Like the SUBSCRIBE and READ operations, the UNSUBSCRIBE        

operation is also made using the CoAP GET method to the topic URI to which               
the client wants to unsubscribe from, along with the corresponding          
content-type of the topic. However, this time the Observe option is set to 1. If               
the request is successful, the broker then removes the subscriber from its list             
of “observers” of that particular topic. Another way of canceling a subscription            
is by responding to a publish message from the broker by a CoAP Reset              
message. [5, pp. 14–15]  

2.5.7 REMOVE 
 The REMOVE operation uses CoAP DELETE on the topic specified in           

the request. Upon deletion of a topic, the subscribers of that topic also need to               
be deleted. If the topic has subtopics, the sub-topics also need to be deleted              
along with any observers of those topics. [5, pp. 17–18] 

2.6 Previous Work and Why a CoAP Pub/Sub Broker Study and          
Implementation Are Needed 
The MQTT protocol is currently used in the implementation of the           

GreenIoT project [1], [10] . The CoAP pub/sub protocol is a soon-to-be          
substitute for MQTT  [16] , and one of the reasons for this is that MQTT utilizes               
TCP while the underlying CoAP protocol makes use of UDP, thus reducing            
network traffic as explained earlier. However, there is a version of MQTT,            
namely MQTT-SN, that is a pub/sub protocol which is “optimized for           
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implementation on low-cost, battery-operated devices with limited processing        
and storage resources.” The protocol is agnostic in regard to the underlying            
network architecture, that is to say UDP could be used as the underlying             
transport protocol [9] . Nevertheless, the fact that the well-esteemed IETF is          
currently in the process of standardizing a pub/sub extension to CoAP is a             
justifying reason for choosing the CoAP pub/sub specification to implement a           
broker.  

Some other work has been done before on implementing a broker. An            
experimental CoAP pub/sub plug-in for the RabbitMQ broker has been          
implemented in Erlang [17] . However, the broker in this project is          
implemented in C/C++, and implementations in C/C++ usually target more          
platforms. 

A CoAP pub/sub broker implementation is needed in order to complete           
the initial work of Jussi Haikara and to substitute completely the MQTT            
implementation of the GreenIoT project. The work of Haikara implements a           
CoAP pub/sub client and an associated simple broker as well. The broker            
implementation operates on embedded system nodes within the WSN. Haikara          
mentions that an external broker, one that this report presents, is required for             
a large-scale implementation, as that of the GreenIoT project  [10, p. 25] . The             
external broker that is presented here was implemented to also evaluate and            
assess the CoAP pub/sub draft specification, with regard to consistency and           
ambiguity. This relates to the initial purpose statement that the report           
assumes.  

Given that the CoAP pub/sub protocol extension is not yet standardized           
and the implementations of it are few in number, the brief introductory            
tutorial, that the report presents, is deemed beneficial to the IoT community.            
In a similar manner the presentation of the obstacles encountered during the            
process and the assessments that point out potential ambiguities in the draft            
are believed to be of value to anyone knowledgeable in the IoT field. 

2.7 Development and Evaluation Platform 
Unlike the previous work with the CoAP client development [10] , the          

development of the broker has been independent of Contiki. The platform that            
has been used to develop the broker is Linux together with the C POSIX              
library that follows, on a personal computer. The broker implementation          
makes use of an underlying standard CoAP library named cantcoap [18] and           
another simple C library for parsing URLs, namely libyuarel [19] . The compiler           
that is used to compile the source code is the C++11 compliant compiler             
clang++ with the  std  option set to  c++11 . 

During the initial and the intermediate stages of development, the          
broker implementation was continuously being tested using three established         
standard CoAP implementations: 

 
1. A Javascript terminal client named CoAP-CLI [20] was used to make          

simpler requests to the broker. These include but are not limited to: 
a. CoAP pub/sub Discovery operation. 
b. CREATE operation. 
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c. PUBLISH operation. 
 

2. Eclipse Californium [21] , an established Java library implementation       
was consequently used because the API is simple and the Javascript           
terminal client did not allow to set the content-format option manually           
in a request message. 

 
3. A browser-based CoAP extension for Chrome Web Browser, called         

Copper4Cr [22] , was used as well in order to test topic subscription. 
 

Although these are only CoAP implementations, a CoAP pub/sub client          
could easily be emulated. During the final phase of the project, the broker was              
tested on Jussi Haikara’s implementation. 

Other tools or means that have contributed to the development are           
Wireshark [23] , which is a packet analyzer tool, and the cantcoap library that            
has been already mentioned. The library normally prints out debugging          
information during execution. These print-outs made it possible to detect a           
subtle error that would otherwise have been difficult to find.  
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3 Design 

As mentioned earlier, the CoAP pub/sub broker described in this report           
is implemented according to the “Publish-Subscribe Broker for the         
Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) [5] ” specification draft, which is still         
awaiting standardization by the IETF. If accepted, it will become a regular            
RFC standard. However, not all requirements in an RFC are of equal            
importance. Certain requirements are optional whereas others are mandatory.         
The degree of importance of a requirement is specified by certain keywords            
defined in RFC 2119 [24] . In the pub/sub draft, three of those keywords are             
used to indicate the level of importance: “MUST,” “SHOULD” and “MAY.”           
“MUST” and “MAY” are quite self-explanatory, the former being an absolute           
requirement, the latter being an optional requirement. The exact meaning of           
“SHOULD” is less intuitively obvious, but RFC 2119 explains that it is a             
“recommended” requirement [24] .  

Since all “MUST” requirements have to be implemented, these are not           
very interesting when discussing design choices; there is not any choice           
whether to implement them or not. It is the “MAY” requirements that are             
interesting to discuss from a design point of view, and to a certain extent the               
“SHOULD” requirements as well. In general, when deciding what         
requirements to implement, choices have been made to satisfy the wishes of            
the GreenIoT project in which the broker will be deployed. Moreover, other            
than discussing what “MAY” and “SHOULD” requirements are implemented         
or not and for what reasons, it is also interesting to discuss protocol             
ambiguities that have surfaced when reading the pub/sub draft. If the           
meaning has not been completely clear, a choice of interpretation had to be             
made regarding the implementation. The following discussion will be         
structured around each of the pub/sub operations. For a complete listing of            
which requirements have been implemented and which have not been          
implemented, please see Appendix B - Broker Compliance with the CoAP           
Pub/sub Draft. This listing is also useful as a visual aid when reading about the               
decisions made for each operation below .  

3.1 DISCOVERY 
The DISCOVERY operation is not a “MUST” requirement of a pub/sub           

broker but rather a “SHOULD” requirement [5, p. 6], [24] . The DISCOVERY           
operation, however, is very important in general in constrained settings for           
reasons given in section 2.4.2; it enables dynamic detection of new resources            
hosted by a server instead of having to manually configure them. In the             
GreenIoT context, there has been no reasons why it should not be            
implemented, such as performance restrictions, and thus it is implemented.          
Once that decision was made, additional “MAY” requirements followed such as           
whether to use a Resource Directory to register the pub/sub API. A resource             
directory is not an essential feature and no explicit wish has been made from              
the GreenIoT project to implement it, therefore it is not implemented.           
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Another “MAY” requirement is that a broker may also “advertise its           
supported content formats and other attributes in the link to its pub/sub            
API [5, p. 6], [24] .” This is not requested by the GreenIoT project either so it is                
not implemented. 

The next “MAY” requirement is Topic Discovery  (see 2.5.2 for further           
information) which is implemented since it is very practical to be able to know              
what topics a server holds. Note the slight difference between the CoAP            
Discovery which is a discovery of any resource that a server hosts and Topic              
Discovery which is a specific discovery of pub/sub topics primarily performed           
on the “/ps/” entry point. Additionally, there are two more “MAY”           
requirements related to topic discovery. These state that one can choose to            
implement Topic Discovery not only through the “/ps/” interface but also           
through “.well-known/core”. A choice was made to implement these         
requirements since they did not require much additional effort. 

3.1.1 Topic Discovery vs. CoAP Discovery 
As was touched upon briefly in 2.5.2, the Topic Discovery and CoAP            

Discovery are indeed very similar. When choosing to implement the          
MAY-requirement of enabling Topic Discovery on “/.well-known/core” as well         
as on “/ps/”, Topic Discovery and CoAP Discovery seemed identical. The           
question then arose why a specific Topic Discovery functionality needed to be            
defined in the pub/sub extension if the already existing CoAP specification           
provided it already. Is it a mistake or is there in fact a subtle difference               
between them? This research has not been able to come to a conclusion             
regarding this question and in the implementation a Topic Discovery on           
“/.well-known/core” and a CoAP Discovery are treated identically. 

3.1.2 Syntax  
When deciding on the exact implementation of DISCOVERY, the         

question arose as to whether the entry point returned to the client when             
making a CoAP pub/sub Discovery request should be “/ps” or “/ps/”. The            
uncertainty was because in the examples in the draft [5, pp. 6–7] , only the “ps”              
resource would be returned with a slash at the end as in </ps/>, whereas              
other resources such as “currentTemp” would be returned as         
</ps/currentTemp> without a terminating slash. After a discussion about         
whether this was a mistake in the draft or not, a decision was made to follow                
the draft strictly and return “ps” with a slash at the end but all other resources                
without a slash at the end. 

Another ambiguity was whether the value of an attribute such as “rt”            
should be returned encapsulated by citation marks or not; thus, should the            
response be rt=”temperature” or  rt=temperature ? Also here, there was a          
difference in the same examples as mentioned above between the return           
responses from the CoAP pub/sub Discovery and Topic Discovery. In the case            
of CoAP pub/sub Discovery, the response would be  rt=core.ps whereas a           
response to a Topic Discovery would be  rt=”temperature” . In this case, a            
decision was made to not strictly adhere to the examples of the protocol. The              
reasoning behind was that tests with existing CoAP libraries such as           
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Californium did not accept returning the rt value encapsulated by citation           
marks.  

3.2 CREATE 
Like DISCOVERY, the CREATE operation is not mandatory [5, p. 8] ; it           

is a “MAY” operation. However, for all purposes, such an operation is very             
important since without it, topics would not be able to be created remotely,             
therefore it is implemented. Another “MAY” requirement is that of including a            
“Max-Age” when creating a new topic. This means that a topic would cease to              
exist once its maximum age is reached. This requirement is indeed useful but a              
choice was made not to implement it mainly because of time restrictions. For             
future work, it is however desirable. Moreover, the implementation of the           
REMOVE operation enables the removal of unwanted topics, thus there is a            
way of removing topics, only automation of removal is lacking when not using             
the “Max-Age” option.  

3.2.1 Clarification - What Are Allowed Values of Parent Nodes? 
The following “MAY” requirement: “Topics may be created as         

sub-topics of other topics [5] [5, p. 9] ” was chosen to be implemented since it             
provided an easy way of organizing topics at the broker. Without an            
implementation of it, all topics would have to be put directly under the “/ps/”              
entry point. However, the allowance of topics holding sub-topics raised the           
question of whether a parent topic in a topic hierarchy could also have a              
published data value or if only leaf topics could have published data values. A              
leaf topic in this context is a topic that is never going to have child topics. A                 
parent topic is a topic that is specifically intended to have child topics. At the               
end, the draft gave the answer under the heading “3.4. CoAP Pub/sub Topic”:             
“A CoAP pub/sub  topic value may alternatively be a  collection of one or more              
sub-topics [5], [24] [italication added].” Thus, the interpretation was made         
that an actual value of a topic could be links to other topics, meaning that the                
value of a parent topic further up in the hierarchy would conceptually be that              
of other sub-topics and nothing else. Together with the “MAY” requirement           
stating that 

 
“A client MAY create a topic with a ct (Content Format) link attribute             
value which describes a supported serialization of the CoRE link format           
[RFC6690] such as application/link-format (ct=40) ...If a topic is        
created which describes a link serialization,  that topic may then have           
sub-topics  created under it...” [5, p. 8] 
 

it was decided that a topic intended to be a parent had to have “ct=40” as its                 
content-type in the implementation of the broker. Moreover, only leaf nodes           
would be allowed to have published data values, a parent node would not             
simultaneously be able to have both a data value as well as a value consisting               
of links to sub-topics. The design choice also affected the search           
implementation of the topic tree data structure. 
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3.3 READ 
The read operation is a “MAY” operation. However, it is very useful and             

not very difficult to implement, therefore it is implemented in the broker of             
this report. With the READ operation it is possible to read the current value              
that a topic holds without having to become a subscriber, a feature that was              
useful during the implementation of the broker. 

3.4 PUBLISH, SUBSCRIBE and UNSUBSCRIBE 
Strangely enough, even the PUBLISH and SUBSCRIBE operations of         

the pub/sub draft are “MAY” requirements. One wonders what a pub/sub           
broker would be without these operations. Both of these operations are           
implemented in the broker of this report since they are essential to the             
pub/sub model.  

The PUBLISH operation, however, uses only the PUT method of CoAP           
and not POST; this choice was made due to time constraints since it made the               
implementation easier; also, it does not diminish functionality of the broker.           
The “MAY” requirement of returning a “4.04 Not Found” message in case of a              
non-existing topic was implemented to simplify interaction with the broker.          
The “MAY” requirement of enabling a client to both create and publish to the              
newly created topic simultaneously was, however, not implemented, also due          
to time constraints. 

Regarding the SUBSCRIBE operation, the “MAY” requirement of        
adding a client to a list of observers has been implemented so that the broker               
will remember the “observers” or “subscribers” as they are called in the            
pub/sub model. The “MAY” requirement of being able to supply an alternative            
content-format if the requested one is not available has not been implemented.            
UNSUBSCRIBE is a “MUST” requirement, given that the SUBSCRIBE         
operation is implemented, and is therefore part of the broker implementation.           
It does not have any optional requirements and thus is not further discussed             
here.  

3.5 REMOVE 
The REMOVE operation is also a “MAY” operation like most of the            

previous ones. However, a pub/sub broker without any possibility of removing           
a topic does not appear to be complete. Moreover, as discussed in 4.2, because              
of the decision to not include the Max-Age option when creating a new topic, it               
was deemed necessary to have REMOVE as a means of removing topics. The             
“SHOULD” requirement of returning code “4.04 Not Found” when removing a           
topic and at the same time remove all observers of that topic has also been               
implemented as a means of easfying communication with the broker.  
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4 Implementation 

The broker implementation is available on Github [25] and the file tree           
structure for the repository can be found in Appendix C. It is done in the C++                
language, although few C++ language-specific features were used initially. With          
a few exceptions, the code mainly utilized the C-aspect of C++, and there were              
two reasons for this: Although the CoAP library [18] that the implementation           
was using did have one key C++ class, namely CoapPDU, the rest of the library               
API followed the C programming language style. The second reason was that            
the implementation also made use of another library [18], [19] for parsing           
URLs, which was implemented in pure C. 

Nevertheless, as the project proceeded, there was an increasing need to           
gravitate away from the C-subset of C++ and more towards the C++-specific            
features. There are several reasons, two of which are mentioned here. Firstly,            
C++ facilitates the creation and use of generic linked lists, by means of             
type-safety. Secondly, the Standard Template Library from C++ provides a          
generic associative container that sorts its key-value pairs by invoking a           
comparison-function on the keys. Again, type-safety and a simpler interface          
are an advantage. 

The Java programming language had also been a candidate but was           
eventually left out. The reason is a C/C++ implementation would target more            
platforms, including the more resource-constrained ones, than Java would do;          
since the latter requires a virtual machine to be installed on the device. 

The cantcoap library was chosen as the underlying CoAP         
implementation because it is a minimal library with a focus on simplicity.            
Furthermore the documentation, albeit not fully-fledged, exists and is easy to           
navigate through. The source code for the library is documented with           
comments and is intelligible. On the other hand, another library named           
libcoap [26] had initially been considered, but lack of proper documentation          
and the convoluted source code without comments made it difficult and less            
user-friendly. Given the time constraints, libcoap was opted out of. Otherwise,           
it is a more fully-fledged and non-minimalistic library. 

4.1 Some Implementation Details 
In what follows and the next sections, the words ‘resource’ and ‘topic’            

are synonymous and used interchangeably. It is worth pointing out the           
implementation difference between a parent topic and a leaf. A parent is a kind              
of topic that has content-format value 40, which indicates the media type            
application/link-format. A parent either contains sub-topics or is empty. It is           
the leaf which contains published values and to which clients subscribe. It is             
forbidden for a leaf to have any sub-topic. 

The broker implementation only handles Confirmable messages. All        
resources, with the exception of “/.well-known/core”, are stored hierarchically         
in a tree-like structure, where siblings of a parent form a linked list, see fig.               
4.1. A resource is represented as a struct, where the members uri, rt             
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(resource-type), val are allocated dynamically using  new and therefore should          
be deallocated using  free when necessary. The  subs field in the structure is a              
linked list of all the subscribers of a particular resource. 

 

 
 SubItem  is a structure meant to store information about a single           

subscriber. Each topic has a unique  SubItem for every one of its subscribers.             
The structure stores a “reference” to a  SubscriberInfo  structure, which is           
unique for every subscriber. It also stores the particular sequence-number          
and token that will be used when a publish operation takes place.            
SubscriberInfo is a structure that is comprised of a single field only. The field              
is an integer that represents the number of topics that the subscriber in             
question is subscribed to. Finally,  subscribers is a global variable of type            
std::map . It is represented in the bottom-right quadrant of fig. 4.1.  std::map            
is a generic associative container that is sorted. The keys must be unique, and              
are sorted using a comparison function. The function must satisfy the strict            
weak ordering criterion; and two keys are equivalent if and only if the             
comparison function returns false reflexively, meaning that, if cmp is such a            
function and  a and  b are keys, both  cmp ( a , b ) and  cmp ( b , a ) return false.             
Retrieval, insertion and removal operations have logarithmic time complexity.         
As seen in fig. 4.1, what makes each subscriber unique is its socket address,              
which serves as an identifier. 

4.2 DISCOVERY And READ 
Both of these operations are implemented in a single function, namely           

get_discover_handler. The CoAP Discovery operation returns all the available         
resources that the server hosts and that match the attributes supplied as            
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query filters, if any. Only two such attributes are supported in the            
implementation so far, namely content-format (ct) and resource-type (rt). The          
response payload string to CoAP Discovery is updated only when a CoAP            
Discovery request is made. The CoAP pub/sub Discovery operation returns          
the following payload string, which is explained in the report background 2.5.1:            
</ps/>;rt=core.ps;rt=core.ps.discover;ct=40 

CoAP pub/sub Topic Discovery is implemented in a similar manner to           
CoAP Discovery. The only difference is that the former may be applied on any              
parent; such operation returns all the available resources to which the target            
resource is parent. 

4.3 CREATE 
The function, namely post_create_handler, associated with this       

operation parses the payload sent to the broker in order to extract the new              
resource-name. If a resource with the same name and URI-path already           
exists, no new resource is created and response code 4.03 Forbidden is            
returned. The CREATE operation MUST specify a content-format in the          
payload as well. If it fails to do so, a 4.00 Bad Request response code is                
returned. If the requirements are met, a new resource structure is           
dynamically allocated and inserted into the data structure holding the          
resources, but the response string for CoAP Discovery is not updated yet; it is              
updated only when a CoAP Discovery operation takes place. The CREATE           
operation may only be applied on parent resources. Otherwise, a 4.00 Bad            
Request response code is returned. 

4.4 PUBLISH And SUBSCRIBE 
The put_publish_handler function first checks whether the target        

resource is a parent, in which case it returns response code 4.04 Not Found.              
Otherwise, it tries to retrieve the content-format value of the request. If the             
value does not match the corresponding value of the target resource, the 4.04             
response code is returned. If the content-format is not set at all in the request               
a 4.00 Bad Request response code is returned. If a matching content-format is             
found, the payload is extracted out of the request only to make a             
dynamically-allocated copy of it. The old value of the resource (or topic) is             
deallocated and the resource is assigned the new payload value copy. 

The get_subscription_handler is a function that implements both the         
SUBSCRIBE and UNSUBSCRIBE operations. The reason for doing so is that           
there is quite an overlap, in terms of code, between the two operations. This              
function has an extra boolean parameter indicating whether the function is           
called for a SUBSCRIBE or UNSUBSCRIBE operation. To successfully         
subscribe to a topic, the function first ensures that the target resource of the              
request is not a parent; otherwise it returns response code 4.04. The function             
tries to retrieve the request’s content-format value that matches that of the            
target resource. Otherwise, in case of failure, the appropriate response code is            
returned abruptly. The function then proceeds to determine whether the          
requesting client is already subscribed to the topic in question by iterating            
through all the subscribers of the target resource. If the client is not already              
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subscribed to the topic in question but is subscribed to some different topic,             
the variable representing the number of topics the client has subscribed to so             
far is incremented by one and a new reference to the client is stored in the list                 
of subscribers of the topic in question. In case the client is not registered as a                
subscriber in the broker, a new entry is created for the new subscriber. The              
entry is initialized accordingly and a reference to which is inserted into the             
subscriber list of the target resource. The get_subscription_handler function         
returns 2.05 Content if the target topic already has a published value, or 2.07              
No Content if it does not. 

Whenever a PUBLISH operation takes place, a boolean variable         
indicating this type of operation is set to true in the handle_request function,             
in order to publish the new topic value to all the subscribers of the topic. 

4.5 UNSUBSCRIBE 
When a request to unsubscribe a client from a particular topic resource            

is received, get_subscription_handler is invoked with the boolean parameter         
indicating whether this is a SUBSCRIBE operation set to false. Like the            
SUBSCRIBE operation, the target resource must not be a parent and the            
request’s content-format must exist and match that of the target resource.           
The function then determines whether the requesting client is already          
subscribed to the topic. If that is the case, the subscriber is removed from the               
subscriber-list of the topic, and consequently the number of subscriptions for           
that particular subscriber is decremented by one. If the number of           
subscriptions becomes zero, then this means that the subscriber is no longer            
subscribed to any topic and is consequently removed from the subscribers           
container. The function returns either 2.05 Content or 2.07 No Content           
depending on whether the target topic has any published value or not. 

4.6 REMOVE 
The delete_remove_handler function calls the remove_all_resources      

function which accepts two parameters. The first parameter is a resource to be             
removed, and the second parameter is boolean and indicates whether the           
resource is the one that was requested to be removed. The second parameter             
is necessary because all resources, whether parent or leaf, are removed under            
the original resource, and the function is implemented recursively. The          
function returns response code 2.02 Deleted in case of success.  
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5 Evaluation 

To be able to present an “evaluation of the problems and challenges            
faced when implementing a CoAP pub/sub broker” as stated under “Purpose”           
in the introductory section 1.4, an evaluation of the broker implementation           
itself is first given to certify to the reader that a functioning broker was indeed               
implemented. The evaluation includes adherence to protocol specifications        
tests, performance tests and integration into the GreenIoT environment tests.          
Afterwards, an evaluation of the design and implementation process is given to            
provide the reader with a discussion of the problems and challenges that            
needed to be solved when implementing the CoAP pub/sub broker. 

5.1 Evaluation of the Broker Implementation 
Below, a discussion is given of how the broker implementation was           

tested through the use of different software tools, comparison with protocol           
specifications and the measuring of latency when connecting the broker to a            
large number of subscribers. 

5.1.1 Verifying Adherence to the Protocol  
The CoAP pub/sub extension and its operations rely on methods          

already defined in the CoAP protocol. During evaluation, it was therefore           
natural to use already existing software tools implementing the CoAP protocol           
to evaluate the implementation of the pub/sub extension. The tools used were            
the ones presented under section 3 “Development and Evaluation Platform”: a           
JavaScript terminal CoAP client [20] the Eclipse Californium Java Library [21]         
and the web-browser based Copper4Cr CoAP client [22] . In the beginning of           
the implementation work, primarily the JavaScript terminal client was used,          
since it was very flexible and easy to construct arbitrary messages and send             
them to the broker. However, as the work proceeded, it was discovered that             
some settings were not available, and instead the Californium Java Library           
was used. The Copper4Cr provided a nice graphical presentation of the current            
topic hierarchy hosted by the broker as received when making a CoAP            
Discovery request. By carefully reading the pub/sub extension draft, each          
operation could be tested iteratively to see that the broker responded           
accordingly. Various scenarios with faulty input were also tested. An example           
of testing the broker with the Californium library is presented in fig 7.1,             
Appendix A. The methods “put_publish” and “post_create” are all         
implemented using the Californium library implementations of the CoAP “put”          
and “post” method as seen in the method bodies. Different URI strings were             
used to see that the broker would respond in adherence to the protocol             
specification. Moreover, to make sure that no protocol requirements were          
forgotten during development and to make the development more structured,          
an Excel spreadsheet was created to include all requirements of the pub/sub            
draft in a tabular format, organized under the columns “MUST”, “SHOULD”,           
and “MAY” as seen in Appendix B, fig. 8.1. An additional column indicating the              
reason to implement or not to implement the requirement was added as well             
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as a column addressing any additional comments or ambiguities regarding the           
requirement. Moreover, a color code was also applied to distinguish which           
requirements should be implemented, which were chosen not be implemented          
and which were in the process of being implemented. Another very important            
tool in the evaluation process was Wireshark through which true packet           
content could easily be determined.  

5.1.2 Integration Into the GreenIoT Environment 
Early integration tests with the previously implemented CoAP pub/sub         

client in the GreenIoT environment were not successful and further evaluation           
was needed to determine on which side protocol adherence was lacking. As an             
example, when the publisher node was making a CREATE request to the            
broker, the new topic name was included in the request URI. Careful            
comparison with the pub/sub draft revealed that this was not in accordance            
with the protocol - only the URI to the topic under which one wants to add the                 
new topic should be given in the request; the new topic name should be placed               
in the payload. Moreover, the publisher node could initially only accept a            
Discover request with one attribute, namely the “core.ps” attribute and not           
the additional “core.ps.discover” attribute, which it should according to the          
specification. During these tests, Wireshark was of inestimable value since it           
clearly showed the content of each packet; necessary changes could then be            
applied to make the code adhere to protocol specifications. 

An interesting aspect of the integration tests was to see that some            
protocol ambiguities that had been discovered earlier in the implementation          
process also came up during integration testing. More specifically, it was the            
question of whether the entry point returned in a CoAP pub/sub Discover            
request should return “/ps” or “/ps/”, as discussed in “4.1.1 Protocol           
Ambiguities”. Discrepancies were resolved and the broker was able to function           
in a satisfying way together with the GreenIoT client implementation          
operating in the Contiki operating system on wireless sensor nodes.  

5.1.3 Testing Latency 
The main potential bottleneck for the broker was assumed to be the            

forwarding of publish messages to a large amount of subscribers. Even though            
theoretical evaluation determined that the broker should not have any          
problems of forwarding messages to thousands of subscribers, since the only           
operation required to do so was the traversal of a linked list structure - an               
operation that takes linear time – yet, tests were performed to verify this             
assumption. The tests showed that when having the broker, one publisher, and            
up to five thousand subscribers on a local host, the delay from publish to              
reaching the last of the subscribers was not more than 10 ms. Different             
network delays will of course increase latency, but at least the tests show that              
any additional delays will be caused by the network and not by the broker. 

5.2 Evaluation of the Broker Implementation Process  
5.2.1 General Observations 
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When looking back at the development process, our general conclusion          
is that it was a good decision to implement the broker one operation at a time,                
test it and then move on to the next. However, one regret is not to have                
started integration earlier with the previously constructed CoAP pub/sub         
client. The strategy followed was to first make sure that the broker itself was              
ready function-wise and adhering to protocol specifications, and then to          
integrate it into the GreenIoT environment. However, the beginning of the           
integration process was quite difficult since it turned out that several changes            
needed to be made in the client to function according to protocol specifications,             
especially the changes in the CREATE operation as discussed above. It would            
have been good to discover this at an earlier point to reduce the stress towards               
the end of the work. Nevertheless, our supervisor Robert Olsson provided           
good aid in understanding and changing the client in necessary ways as to not              
delay the integration more than needed; he also provided a functioning           
subscriber to enable latency testing. 

5.2.2 Design 
The design choices made were in general satisfactory. At the end of the             

project, the GreenIoT expressed a strong wish to have the broker ready for             
deployment. However, the need for garbage collection in regard to both topics            
and subscribers proved to be a necessary requirement before such          
deployment to avoid memory overloading. The broker should not fail because           
of having too many subscribers added to it or too many topics created. An              
implementation of garbage collection already in this version of the broker           
would indeed have been desirable. However, taking the time constraints of this            
project into account, it was determined that it was more important that the             
main functionality of the broker was in place - and well tested - before moving               
on to such requirements. Garbage collection has therefore been left as a future             
work. 

5.2.3 Implementation 
As mentioned in chapter 4, the cantcoap library provides a simple           

interface, and this has facilitated the development process. One drawback,          
however, is that there is no simple interface to retrieve option-values, as well             
as to remove an option from the underlying CoAP message. The data            
structures that have been utilized in the broker implementation are a good            
choice. In practice, the number of topics will not be large, meaning that there              
should be no concern over the efficiency of operations to the topics data             
structure, which is described in section 4.1. The number of subscribers,           
however, may grow large. And for that reason, the choice of an associative             
container, that holds the subscribers and the operations of which run in            
logarithmic time, is appropriate. Lastly, the broker is implemented in C  and            
C++. Preferably, it could have been implemented either in C  or  C++; however,             
as explained in the introduction to chapter 4 the broker had to be             
implemented using both approaches.  
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6 Conclusions and Future Work 

The writing of this report began as a consequence of the GreenIoT            
project requesting the development of a broker server that would implement           
the CoAP pub/sub protocol extension [5] to realize the pub/sub architecture in           
their WSN. Since the CoAP pub/sub extension is such a recent addition to the              
CoAP protocol - and not yet standardized by the IETF - very few             
implementations exists and thus, no tutorials were available to guide our           
understanding of the CoAP pub/sub protocol; the understanding of the          
pub/sub extension operations had to be based on the pub/sub extension draft            
alone. The following research question was initially posed:  
 
How can a CoAP pub/sub broker be implemented and what obstacles will be             
faced along the way? 
 
Moreover, it was decided that the purpose of the report would be  
 
“...to provide the reader with an evaluation of the problems and challenges            
faced when implementing a CoAP pub/sub broker.” 
 
The resulting work consists both of a broker server implemented according to            
the CoAP pub/sub protocol as well as a report which not only describes the              
current implementation but more generally acts as a guide to the CoAP            
pub/sub protocol.  

Regarding the broker server, quite strict care has been taken to ensure            
that the broker adheres to the CoAP pub/sub protocol. Appendix B presents            
all requirements of the protocol that have been implemented as well as what             
remains. By using several different CoAP software implementations, all of the           
pub/sub operations have been tested iteratively to ensure that the broker           
responds to requests in accordance with the pub/sub protocol. Moreover,          
further tests have been carried out where malformed requests were made to            
the broker to ensure correct error message responses. Performance-wise, the          
broker easily handles up to five thousand subscribers - having the broker,            
publisher and subscriber on a local host - with an internal latency below 10 ms               
from publish to reaching the last one of the subscribers.  

The report acts as a guide and tutorial to the CoAP pub/sub protocol; it              
discusses and explains all of the pub/sub operations. Special care has been            
taken to delve further into protocol ambiguities as well as          
difficult-to-comprehend aspects of the protocol. Examples of protocol        
ambiguities are for instance found in section 3.1.1 where a discussion on            
whether the “ps”-resource should be terminated with a slash or not is            
presented alongside the question of whether attribute values should be          
encapsulated by citation marks or not. Another more profound ambiguity is           
whether a CoAP Discovery is indeed identical to the CoAP pub/sub Topic            
Discovery made to the relative URI “.well-known/core”. No clear answer is           
given to these ambiguities, but they are presented in order to encourage            
further investigation. In section 3.2.1, another discussion was presented on          
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whether a parent node in a topic hierarchy could have a numeric value akin to               
that of a leaf node. Even though the answer to that question was found in the                
pub/sub draft, the presented discussion was believed to be valuable since the            
interpretation was not easily given due to dependence on another RFC, namely            
the Core Link Format RFC [13] . 

6.1 Future Work 
Before deployment of the broker, the areas of robustness, scalability          

and security should be considered further. Checks against malformed incoming          
strings ought to be added as well as checks against the number of registered              
subscribers, the number of registered topics and the depth of the data            
structure holding the topics. The depth of the data structure in question is             
equivalent to the number of recursive calls that have to be made in order to               
reach the most deeply rooted topic. Another issue that is of importance            
concerns client subscription and topic creation. Currently, it is the          
responsibility of the publisher to remove its created topic, and it is the             
responsibility of the client to unsubscribe from a topic. In practice however,            
there is no guarantee that this contract will be followed; and therefore it is              
necessary to implement the Max-Age aspect of the protocol for topics in            
general, and a garbage collector that reclaims the memory allocated for           
subscribers that have been inactive for a reasonable time. Security is another            
important aspect. Implementation of security aspects could for instance         
involve message encryption and protection against denial-of-service attacks.        
Finally, the current implementation only supports character-based       
publisher-values, or strings; that is to say the value of each leaf is a character               
string. Support for storing data in raw binary format is desirable for the future. 
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8 Appendix A - Example Test of Broker 

This appendix contains an example in Java.  

import org.eclipse.californium.core.CoapClient; 
import org.eclipse.californium.core.CoapResponse; 
  
public   class   Tester  { 

 public   static   void   main (String[] args) throws Exception  { 
 String  base  =  "coap://130.229.148.192:5683" ; 
  
 CoapClient client =  new  CoapClient(); 
  
  get (client,  base  +  "/.well-known/core" ); 
 post_create(client,  base  +  "/ps" ,  "<pollution>;ct=0" ,  0 ); 
 put_publish(client,  base  +  "/ps/pollution" ,  "12" ,  0 ); 
  
 post_create(client,  base  +  "/ps" ,  "<pollution>" ,  0 ); 
 post_create(client,  base  +  "/ps" ,  "<pollution>;ct=0" ,  0 ); 
  
 put_publish(client,  base  +  "/ps" ,  "5" ,  40 ); 
 put_publish(client,  base  +  "/ps/pollution" ,  "5" ,  0 ); 
 put_publish(client,  base  +  "/ps/pollution" ,  "5" ,  40 ); 
 put_publish(client,  base  +  "/ps/non/existent" ,  "5" ,  0 ); 
  
  get (client,  base  +  "/.well-known/core" ); 
  get (client,  base  +  "/.well-known/core?rt=core.ps" ); 
  get (client,  base  +  "/.well-known/core?ct=0" ); 
  get (client,  base  +  "/.well-known/core?rt=pollution" ); 
  get (client,  base  +  "/.well-known/core?ct=0&rt=pollution" ); 
  get (client,  base  +  "/.well-known/core?rt=pollution&ct=0" ); 
  get (client,  base  +  "/.well-known/core?rt=nonexistent" ); 
  get (client,  base  +  "/ps/pollution" ); 
  get (client,  base  +  "/non/existent" ); 
  get (client,  base  +  "/ps/non/existent" ); 

} 
  
 static   void   get (CoapClient client, String uri)  { 

 System. out .println( "Testing coap get \""  + uri +  "\"" ); 
 client.setURI(uri); 
 CoapResponse response = client. get (); 
 print(response); 

} 
  
 static   void   post_create (CoapClient client, String uri, String 
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payload,  int  format)  { 
 System. out .println( "Testing coap post \""  + uri +  "\"" ); 
 System. out .println( "Payload: "  + payload); 
 client.setURI(uri); 
 CoapResponse response = client.post(payload, format); 
 print(response); 

} 
  
 static   void   put_publish (CoapClient client, String uri, String 

payload,  int  format)  { 
 System. out .println( "Testing coap put \""  + uri +  "\"" ); 
 System. out .println( "Payload: "  + payload); 
 client.setURI(uri); 
 CoapResponse response = client.put(payload, format); 
 print(response); 

} 
  
 static   void   print (CoapResponse response)  { 

 System. out .println(response.getCode()); 
 System. out .println(response.getResponseText()); 
 System. out .println(); 

} 
} 
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9 Appendix B - Broker Compliance With CoAP Pub/sub        
Draft  

In the repository's README file, the interested reader may find the commit            
that corresponds to the implementation that accords with the following table. 

                       
 

 

BLUE = To be    
implemented 
but has not   
been started 

RED = Not   
to be  
implement
ed 

Y ELLOW = Is   
being 
implemented 

GREEN =  
Unclear and  
therefore no  
decision has  
been made yet 

PINK = Ready   
and tested 

 MUST  SHOULD MAY  

Reason 
implemente
d/Reason not  
implemente
d 

Comments/Am
biguities 

DISC
OVE
RY       

  

A CoAP  
pub/sub 
Broker 
SHOULD 
indicate its  
presence 
and 
availabilit
y on a   
network 
by 
exposing a  
link to the   
entry  
point of its   
pub/sub 
API at its   
.well-know
n/core 
location 
[RFC6690]  

To enable  
sensor nodes  
to find a broker    
without any  
outside 
interaction 
(automated). 

See example fig 3    
in the draft. Note    
that core.ps tells   
that this is a CoAP     
pub/sub server  
and that it's   
v isible as a   
resource when  
doing CoAP  
Simple Discovery.  
"core.ps.discover" 
on the other hand    
tells that it is    
possible to  
discover topics  
on this pub/sub   
server in a similar    
manner to how   
resources are  
discovered on a   
CoAP server  
without the  
pub/sub 
extension. 
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A CoAP pub/sub   
broker MAY  
register its  
pub/sub REST  
API entry point   
with a Resource   
Directory. 

We don't use a    
resource 
directory   

 

A broker  
wishing to  
advertise the  
CoAP pub/sub  
API for Simple   
Discovery or  
through a  
Resource 
Directory  
MUST use the   
link relation  
rt=core.ps.   

We do use   
CoAP Simple  
Discovery so  
this feature  
also has to be    
implemented 

When responding  
to a CoAP   
DISCOVERY by  
listing all  
resources on the   
server, the  
pub/sub resource  
- "/ps" - MUST    
have "rt=core.ps"  
as an attribute 

   

A broker MAY   
advertise its  
supported 
content formats  
and other  
attributes in the   
link to its   
pub/sub API.   

   

A CoAP pub/sub   
Broker MAY  
offer a topic   
discovery entry  
point to enable   
Clients to find   
topics of  
interest, either  
by topic name or    
by link attributes   
which may be   
registered when  
the topic is   
created. 

It is very   
practical to  
have this  
feature to  
easily get to   
know what  
topics the  
broker holds  

 

A pub/sub  
broker wishing  
to advertise  
topic discovery  
MUST use the   
relation 
rt=core.ps.disc   

We do  
advertise topic  
discovery, 
therefore we  
have to  
implement 
this. 

Topic discovery  
in our  
implementation is  
basically the  
same as CoAP   
Simple Resource  
Discovery  
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over in the link. although it is   
done on "/ps"   
instead of  
"/.well-known/co
re" 

   

A CoAP pub/sub   
Broker MAY  
expose the  
Discover 
interface 
through the  
.well-known/cor
e resource. 

It is  
implemented 
because we  
thought it had   
to be in the    
beginning of  
the project and   
it was easy to    
do 

We can perform   
topic discovery  
on 
".well-known/cor
e" as well as on     
"/ps" 

   

Links to topics   
may be exposed   
at .well-  
known/core in  
addition to links   
to the pub/sub   
API 

It is  
implemented 
because we  
thought it had   
to be in the    
beginning of  
the project and   
it was easy to    
do 

We can perform   
topic discovery  
on 
".well-known/cor
e" as well as on     
"/ps" 

     

Implement at  
least error code   
4.04 not found   
if a request   
cannot be  
processed 
properly  

CRE
AT E      

   

A CoAP pubsub   
broker MAY  
allow Clients to   
create new  
topics on the   
broker using  
CREATE 

Essential part  
of pub/sub  
model  

 

A client  
wishing to  
create a topic   
MUST use  
CoAP POST to   
the pubsub API   
with a payload   
indicating the    It's a "MUST"  
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desired topic. 

 

The topic  
specification 
sent in the   
payload MUST  
use a  
supported 
serialization of  
the CoRE link   
format.   It's a "MUST" 

A bit unclear to    
us what  
"supported 
serialization" 
means. 

 

The target of   
the link MUST   
be a URI   
formatted 
string.   It's a "MUST"  

 

The client  
MUST indicate  
the desired  
content format  
for publishes to   
the topic by   
using the ct   
(Content 
Format) link  
attribute in the   
link-format 
payload.   It's a "MUST"  

   

The client MAY   
indicate the  
lifetime of the   
topic by  
including the  
Max-Age option  
in the CREATE   
request. 

It is a desired    
feature of the   
GreenIoT 
project  

 

A Broker MUST   
return a  
response code  
of "2.01  
Created" if the   
topic is created   
and return  
the URI path   
of the  
created topic  
via Location-  
Path  options.   It's a "MUST" 

Check what  
"Location-Path
" means,  
probably it's  
implemented 
correctly  
already  
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The broker  
MUST return  
the appropriate  
4.xx response  
code indicating  
the reason for   
failure if a new    
topic can not   
be created.   It's a "MUST" 

There are 4   
failure codes,  
implement 4.03  
"Forbidden" 
(Topic already  
exists) as a start 
4.01 
"Unauthorized" 
and 4.06 "Not   
Acceptable" are  
ambiguous as to   
what they mean   
in our case. 4.00    
"Bad Request"  
(Malformed 
request) is  
perhaps 
implemented in  
cantcoap? 

  

Broker 
SHOULD 
remove 
topics if  
the 
Max-Age 
of the  
topic is  
exceeded 
without 
any 
publishes 
to the  
topic.  

It is a desired    
feature of the   
GreenIoT 
project  

  

Broker 
SHOULD 
retain a  
topic 
indefinitel
y if the   
Max-Age 
option is  
elided or is   
set to zero   
upon topic  
creation.    

 

The lifetime of   
a topic MUST   
be refreshed  
upon create    It's a "MUST" 

Does this mean   
that a parent   
topic's value need   
to be updated if a     
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operations with  
a target of an    
existing topic. 

new topic is   
created as a child    
of it? 

   

Topics may be   
created as  
sub-topics of  
other topics.  

We choose to   
interpret this so   
that only leaves   
can have values.   
Parent topics can   
conceptually  
have topic  
children as their   
value 

   

A client MAY   
create a topic   
with a ct   
(Content 
Format) link  
attribute value  
which describes  
a supported  
serialization of  
the CoRE link   
format 
[RFC6690] such  
as 
application/link-
format (ct=40)  
or its JSON or    
CBOR 
serializations. 

Probably not  
important in  
our area. 

This means to   
enable creation of   
a topic with a ct     
that supports  
serialization. The  
"MUST" 
requirement (B:9)  
only requires a ct,    
not that it can be     
serialized. 

   

If a topic is    
created which  
describes a link   
serialization, 
that topic may   
then have  
sub-topics 
created under it   
as shown in   
Figure 7 . 

Probably not  
important in  
our area.  

      

PUB
LISH      

   

A CoAP pubsub   
broker MAY  
allow clients to   
PUBLISH to  

Essential part  
of pub/sub  
model  
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topics on the   
broker 

   
Client may use   
PUT or POST 

Focus on  
fundamental 
parts of  
implementatio
n before  
adding any  
extras  

 

A Broker MUST   
accept 
PUBLISH 
operations 
using the PUT   
method   It's a "MUST"  

 

Client MUST  
use correct  
content 
format(ct) 
(same as when   
topic was  
created)   It's a "MUST"  

 

Broker MUST  
reject publish  
operations not  
specify ing 
correct ct   It's a "MUST"  

 

Broker MUST  
return "2.04  
Changed" if  
publish is  
accepted   It's a "MUST"  

   

Client MAY  
indicate 
Max-Age of topic   

   

Broker MAY  
return a "4.04   
Not Found" if the    
topic does not   
exist   

   

Broker MAY  
return "4.29 Too   
Many Requests" 

Focus on  
fundamental 
parts of  
implementatio
n before  
adding any  
extras  
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Broker MAY  
accept PUBLISH  
operations to  
new topics 

Focus on  
fundamental 
parts of  
implementatio
n before  
adding any  
extras. 
Through 
CREATE and  
PUBLISH, this  
functionality  
already exists  

   

Broker MAY  
accept PUBLISH  
operations using  
the POST method 

Focus on  
fundamental 
parts of  
implementatio
n before  
adding any  
extras  

 

A Broker MUST   
make a  
best-effort 
attempt to  
notify all  
clients 
subscribed on a   
particular topic  
each time it   
receives a  
publish    

This will be   
implemented in  
conjunction with  
SUBSCRIBE 

 

If a client   
publishes to a   
broker with the   
Max-Age 
option, the  
broker MUST  
include the  
same value for   
the Max-Age  
option in all   
notifications    

This will be   
implemented in  
conjunction with  
SUBSCRIBE 

 

Broker MUST  
use CoAP  
Notification 
[Observe] as  
described in  
[RFC7 641] to  
notify     

This will be   
implemented in  
conjunction with  
SUBSCRIBE 
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subscribed 
clients. 

      

      

REA
D      

   

 
A CoAP pub/sub   
broker MAY  
accept Read  
requests on a   
topic using the 
the CoAP GET   
method if the   
content format  
of the request   
matches the 
content format  
the topic was   
created with.   

   

The broker MAY   
accept 
Read requests  
which specify  
content formats  
that the broker   
can 
supply as  
alternate content  
formats to the   
content format  
the topic 
was registered  
with.   

 

The Broker  
MUST return a   
response code  
of "2.05 
Content" along  
with the most   
recently  
published 
value if the   
topic 
contains a valid   
value and the   
broker can      
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supply the  
requested 
content format. 

 

If the topic was    
published with  
the Max-Age  
option, 
the broker  
MUST set the   
Max-Age 
option in the   
valid response  
to the 
amount of time   
remaining for  
the topic to be    
valid since the   
last 
publish.     

 

The Broker  
MUST return a   
response code  
of "2.07 No   
Content" 
if the Max-Age   
of the  
previously  
stored value  
has expired.     

 

The 
Broker MUST  
return a  
response code  
"4.04 Not  
Found" if the   
topic does 
not exist or has    
been removed.     

 

The Broker  
MUST return a   
response 
code "4.15  
Unsupported 
Content 
Format" if the   
broker can not   
return 
the requested      
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content format. 

SUBS
CRIB
E      

   

A CoAP pub/sub   
broker MAY  
allow Clients to   
subscribe to  
topics on the 
Broker using  
CoAP Observe as   
described in  
[RFC7 641].   

 

A CoAP  
pub/sub 
Client wishing to   
Subscribe to a   
topic on a   
broker MUST  
use a CoAP 
GET with the   
Observe option  
set to 0 (zero).     

   

The Broker MAY   
add the 
client to a list of     
observers.   

 

The Broker  
MUST return a   
response 
code of "2.05   
Content" along  
with the most   
recently  
published value 
if the topic   
contains a valid   
value and the   
broker can  
supply  the 
requested 
content format.     

 

The broker  
MUST reject  
Subscribe 
requests 
on a topic if the         
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content format  
of the request is    
not supported  
by  
the content  
format the topic   
was created  
with. 

   

The broker MAY   
accept 
Subscribe 
requests which  
specify content  
formats that the   
broker can 
supply as  
alternate content  
formats to the   
content format  
the topic 
was registered  
with.   

 

If the topic was    
published with  
the Max-Age 
option, the  
broker MUST  
set the Max-Age   
option in the   
valid response 
to the amount of    
time remaining  
for the value to    
be valid since   
the 
last publish  
operation on  
that topic.     

 

The Broker  
MUST return a 
response code  
of "2.07 No   
Content" if the   
Max-Age of the   
previously  
stored value has   
expired.     

 The Broker      
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MUST return a   
response code 
"4.04 Not  
Found" if the   
topic does not   
exist or has   
been removed. 

 

The Broker  
MUST return a   
response code  
"4.15 
Unsupported 
Content 
Format" if it can    
not return the   
requested 
content format.     

  

If a 
Broker is  
unable to  
accept a  
new 
Subscripti
on on a   
topic, it  
SHOULD 
return the  
appropriat
e response  
code 
without 
the 
Observe 
option as 
per as per   
[RFC7 641] 
Section 
4.1.    

UNS
UBS
CRIB
E      

 

If a CoAP   
pub/sub 
broker allows  
clients to  
SUBSCRIBE to  
topics on the     
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broker, it  
MUST allow  
Clients to  
unsubscribe 
from topics on   
the 
Broker using  
the CoAP  
Cancel 
Observation 
operation. 

 

A CoAP  
pub/sub 
Client wishing  
to unsubscribe  
to a topic on a     
Broker MUST  
either use  
CoAP GET with   
Observe using  
an Observe  
parameter of 1   
or send a CoAP 
Reset message  
in response to a    
publish, as per   
[RFC7 641].    

We use only the    
"GET with  
Observe 
parameter set to   
1" way of   
unsubscribing 

REM
OVE      

   

A CoAP pub/sub   
broker MAY  
allow clients to   
remove topics  
from the 
broker using the   
CoAP Delete  
method on the   
URI of the topic.   

 

The 
CoAP pub/sub  
Broker MUST  
return "2.02  
Deleted" if the   
removal is 
successful.     
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The broker  
MUST return  
the appropriate  
4.xx response 
code indicating  
the reason for   
failure if the   
topic can not   
be 
removed.     

  

When a  
topic is  
removed 
for any  
reason, the  
Broker 
SHOULD 
return the  
response 
code 4.04  
Not Found  
and 
remove all  
of the 
observers 
from the  
list of  
observers 
as per as   
per 
[RFC7 641] 
Section 
3.2.    

 

If a topic which    
has sub-topics  
is removed,  
then all of 
its sub-topics  
MUST be  
recursively  
removed.     
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10 Appendix C - Source Code 

The implementation source code may be found via this link: 
https://github.com/PethrusG/CoAP-PubSub-Broker/tree/development/ 
 
What follows is a graphical display of the code repository. Note that  cantcoap             
and  yuarel  are external libraries used within the implementation. 
. 
│   .gitignore 
│   broker.cpp 
│   Makefile 
│ 
├───cantcoap 
│   │   cantcoap.cpp 
│   │   cantcoap.h 
│   │   dbg.h 
│   │   Makefile 
│   │   nethelper.c 
│   │   nethelper.h 
│   │   sysdep.h 
│   │   uthash.h 
│   │ 
│   └───examples 
│ 
└───yuarel 
    │   .exrc 
    │   .gitignore 
    │   .travis.yml 
    │   Makefile 
    │   README.md 
    │   yuarel.c 
    │   yuarel.h 
    │ 
    ├───examples 
    │ 
    └───tests 
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